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Irish Books 

By JOHN EGLINTON 

THERE is something so incurably wrong with the world 
that it is hardly possible to rectify one wrong in it 
without introducing another. The moment we begin to 

attend to the affairs of others, with the notion that our own are 
fully looked after, that moment we begin to act on an assump- 
tion of omniscience which will be punished, either in our own 
experience or in that of others. Thus England, in suppressing 
the native wars in India, the burning of widows, &c., has raised 
even greater embarrassments for itself in over-population and 
famine ; and somewhat similarly our modern libraries, in their 
determination that posterity shall miss no line of what we have 
been pleased to write during the past hundred years or so, have 
already almost hopelessly depreciated the value of the written 
word and rendered it, one would think, a nearly impossible task 
for posterity to fix on those books which deserve immortality. 
We may even doubt whether in the world of books some 
struggle for existence is not the best security for the survival of 
the fittest, and whether books of the giant order are likely to 
appear under conditions so entirely favourable to book-produc- 
tion as the present. It is characteristic of nearly all such books 
that they have been produced by a kind of accident, the authors 
being anxious perhaps to beguile the hours of exile or imprison- 
ment, or like Milton to prove a thesis, or like Shakespeare to 
make a fortune-to avenge themselves, to confess themselves, 
and so forth. Authors who have been most resolute to produce 
literary masterpieces have, as a rule, produced the least satisfac- 
tory ones. Humanity is endlessly curious about itself, and is not 
to be put off in its quest of some authentic revelation of itself 
by the most imposing array of vocables, as the Landors and 
Swinburnes appear at times to have supposed. The real book 
is an embodiment of some profound human experience; and 
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thus the scholar, who passes his time in conning the records of 
other ages-for happily it is the real books which hitherto have 
tended to survive-is not so unsocial as he may seem to be, 
for he is really conversing with the souls of peoples, or with 
mankind itself, in a more direct and satisfactory manner than is 

possible in the most unconventional assemblies, where it is hard 
for the most part to see mankind for the men. 

Something of the old-fashioned coyness in putting one's 
name on a title-page lingered on even in Scott, but in general 
it may be said that, with the great psychological change which 
came over the world at the end of the eighteenth century, 
literature assumed a new and corporate dignity in the various 

nations, and it was generally felt that every country with 

separate frontiers, just as it ought to have a senate-house and an 

army, ought also to have its array of poets. Indeed, could the 
retreat of the Muses have been discovered, there has hardly 
been a European statesman since that period who would not 
have regarded it as his most adroit public action to place one of 
his country's mountains at their disposal. Accordingly in 

Ireland, during the early decades of the nineteenth century, we 
had quite a number of writers-many of them encouraged in 
their laudable ambition by government pensions-who set them- 
selves, in the phrase of the time, to be the " Irish Walter 
Scott," the "Irish Burns," the "Irish Beranger," and so forth. 
So far as Scott was concerned they were well entitled to adopt 
his method, for it had been from an Irish writer, Miss Edge- 
worth, that the Wizard of the North, as he himself owned, 
had filched his fire. Neither Gerald Griffin, however, nor 
the Banims, dexterous and inventive though they were, ever 

quite succeeded in reproducing his magical blend of romance 
and reality, nor in diverting the attention of the vast reading 
public of the new era from Scotland to Ireland. It may 
be doubted whether Scott was an entirely fortunate influence 
at this period; whether, but for his dazzling vogue, some 
Irish writer might not have stumbled on the secret of 
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Turgenev, and so made the literary fortune of his country. 
The incomparable Scottish advocate, who delighted to show 
visitors round his Highlands, and whose tales and poems form a 
sort of guide-book for that public and that posterity which he 
could not conduct personally, was a little too much of the 
showman to make an entirely profitable model for these 
ambitious and self-respecting writers. As usual, when a man of 
distinctive genius did arrive he was a little disconcerting ; he 
appeared (of all places !) in a quarter, at the mere mention of 
which any Irishman with the least pretension to true culture 
and liberality will shrug his shoulders-in the pages of a 
proselytizing magazine! Carleton was the man sent by 
God in response to the general clamour for an Irish Walter 
Scott. As Shakespeare came out of the heart of England, so 
Carleton came from Tyrone, the locality in which the three 
elements of modern Irish nationality were most naturally 
blended ; and as he declares himself in his proud and bitter 
Autobiography, "there never was any man of letters who had an 
opportunity of knowing and describing the manners of the Irish 
people so thoroughly as I." His Catholic countrymen, how- 
ever, have never been the chief admirers of this apostate; 
indeed, it was not till Davis had got hold of him-when 
unfortunately it was too late-that he set himself to write with 
deliberately patriotic intentions. A man, like Burns, of 
immense natural ability, who felt himself the equal of anyone, 
he wrote of the life which he knew, and Catholic Ireland had 
in the author of the Traits and Stories a literary interpreter 
such as it has never had before or since. Ireland's anger 
burned in him duly, but, unfortunately, in him it was directed 
impartially against foreign oppression and the religious per- 
versity of his countrymen, which, in their united effects, 
had so heavily handicapped him in the struggle for life. 
Unlucky Carleton! Catholic Ireland would have applauded 
for ever the man who would have done for her history and for 
her heroes what Scott had done for those of his country ;and it 
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is conceivable that Carleton, who plumed himself a good deal 
on his rather remarkable physical resemblance to Sir Walter, 
might, with a little more adroitness than he displayed through 
life, have rejoiced with dogs and horses in an Irish Abbotsford. 
But his early experiences had hardly prepared him for represent- 
ing Ireland's history and antiquities (about which he cared 
nothing) under that veil of romantic illusion through which 
they are still viewed by many of her sons; and nations have no 
Abbotsfords for writers who do not flatter their vanity. Late in 
life he declared his intention to write his autobiography, into 
which, wrote he, " I will pour all the pent-up venom which 
has been so long corroding my heart at the ingratitude and 
neglect which I have experienced from my country." He only 
began to write it, however, a few months before his death, when 
suffering under one of the most formidable of mortal diseases, 
and it was with no intention of emulating Rousseau, but of 
providing his daughters with a little money, that he produced 
what is, perhaps, the most interesting of all Irish books. But 
for the enterprise of Mr. D. J. O'Donoghue, who published it 
in 1896 as the first volume of his Life of Carleton, it might 
never have appeared at all. In the part which he completed 
he tells the story of his life up to that point at which his ex- 
periences as an author began, and there is none of the venom in 
this part which he proposed to pour into it; on the contrary, 
there is beauty, and the glamour with which an old man's 
memory invests his youth. The temperament revealed in these 
pages is certainly a hard one. It is the temperament of the 
Irish peasant, the so-called Celtic temperament, which is really 
no doubt the temperament of the peasant everywhere, and 
which is only transformed and softened, perhaps, by some kind 
of religious movement. In no other book does the Irish 
peasant attain self-expression as he does in this, and nowhere is 
there an equally sympathetic presentation of that great peasant 
world of which O'Connell was the champion, on the eve of its 
"Anglicization." 
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The mutual jealousy and suspicion of the Protestant and 
Catholic branches of the Christian Church in Ireland were now 
threatening to spoil not only Ireland's dreams of obtaining 
political independence, but even her innocent and laudable 
desire to have a literature; and just as the "Wild Geese" of 
the seventeenth century had taken service in Continental armies, 
so now the young men of talent of provincialized Ireland, the 
" Wild Geese" of Protestant Ascendancy, took service more and 
more in the ranks of London journalism or in far-off British 
Colonies. And meanwhile the new population brought into 
political existence by O'Connell, and rapidly throwing over its 
ancient language, was beginning to call for something to read. 
It was at this time that Thomas Davis came forward, a name 
which in many respects is above every other Irish name. 
Davis appears to have impressed everyone who worked with 
him as the greatest man of his generation in Ireland: what 
Lessing was to Germany he gave promise, during his wonderful 
three years of activity, of being to this country. Consciously a 
pioneer, in him as in no other lay the possibility of reconciling 
the discordant elements of Irish nationality, for his sense of the 
boundless opportunity offered to a new European community in 
a spacious island of its own was not stronger than his feeling for 
his country's heroic past. In particular he found a use for the 
ancient Gaelic language as a sort of palladium of nationality ; 
and though we may admit now that he lost his head a little 
on this subject there was some excuse for him at a time 
when some millions of Irishmen were still talking a language 
unknown to the others. He himself had too many irons in the 
fire to do much more than dash off hurried prose articles 
and verses as they were wanted, but he was the cause of writing 
in other men, and in the Nation-the one literary enterprise 
which has excited general enthusiasm in Ireland-his was the 
prevailing " 

spirit." In one respect alone was Davis scarcely 
satisfactory. Whoever woos Ireland must be provided with 
some answer to that artless question which she may suddenly 
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spring on him, as Margareta did on Faust: " Do you believe 
in God ? " It is the distinction of Davis that there was 
something about him which raised the question of his religious 
credentials, nor was he the man to shirk the question had it 
been fairly asked him or to put it lightly by. But what could 
the leader of Young Ireland do when his already favoured 
rival, the mighty champion of Old Ireland, breathed into her 
ear his private knowledge that the young men of the Nation 
were little better than " infidels ? " Mr. Rolleston, who has 
written well of Davis, attributes his failure, or as he prefers 
to say, the " interruption of his influence," to the Famine ; but 
is it not plain that Davis, with his noble passion for national 
culture and independent thought, belonged to a tradition which 
Ireland, with its many rankling memories, with its indifference 
to the national ideals of the end of the eighteenth century, 
and later with its impossible claims for the Gaelic language, was 
preparing to repudiate ? His proposal to unite Ireland by 
means of a national culture which should ignore the " religious 
question " was a little like proposing to act Hamlet without 
the Prince. In the actual drama of Irish history at that time 
the " religious question " had its full part assigned to it. 
" There's no offence, my lord," we may figure Young Ireland 
as, somewhat feebly, assuring the moody master of the situation, 
and the latter as replying, " Yes, by Saint Patrick, but there is, 
and much offence too !" No sooner had the protagonist in 
the Irish drama begun to take action than Young Ireland with 
all its ideals collapsed ; and as regards literature very little came 
of that union of the finest spirits which Ireland has seen- 
nothing that can be called a book. There is perhaps one 
exception which rather strikingly illustrates our thesis of the 
incidental nature of literary masterpieces, John Mitchel's Jail 
Yournal. 

What ought now to have happened was an Irish Auf- 
klarung-an Irish Emerson, and, if not a Transcendental move- 
ment, a movement at any rate which should transcend the paltry 
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quarrel of Protestant and Catholic, which so far has prevented 
Ireland from realizing either its political or literary ideals. 
What a difference it would have made had some clergyman or 
parish priest transformed an Irish country town or village- 
Westport or Doneraile-into an Irish Concord! A thinker 
who would have unsealed the fountains of thought and 
claimed the full privileges of a human being on the soil 
of Ireland would have brought it far further toward the 
realization of its spiritual and political unity than ever did 
Parnell. But Ireland's hour was not yet come, and just as, after 
Davis, politics became estranged from those interests which en- 
sure the support of the wise, so literature estranged itself from 
those common interests which make it genuinely national. 
There was, first, the well-meaning Ferguson, sometimes really 
exalted in his personal poems and adaptations from the Irish, 
but whose more ambitious labours smell a little too much 
of the Record Office. There was also the attenuated Words- 
worthianism of Aubrey De Vere. Lastly there has been 
the considerable literary movement initiated chiefly by Mr. 
Standish O'Grady, styled variously the "Irish Literary Revival," 
the "Celtic Renascence," &c., in which the chief factor 
has undoubtedly been the peculiar genius of Mr. W. B. Yeats. 
The meeting in modern Ireland of the modern with the 
ancient spirit is an important event, not only in the literary but 
in the spiritual history of Ireland, and perhaps the full 
significance of the work of Mr. Yeats and IE will only be 
apparent eventually. Mr. Yeats in particular understands the 
ancient Celtic spirit as Ronsard understood Grneco-Roman 
antiquity, and is imbued with it in much the same way; and 
just as it was only when the modern world had learned to 
understand the ancient classics that it began to strike out in 
every direction on lines of its own, so perhaps the spirit of 
Ireland, through its self-recovery in this last poet of the line 
of Senchan Torpeist, is being made ready for new beginnings. 

Meanwhile if we ask whether the voluminous literary 
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activity of the last twenty years has brought forth a book, we 
shall have difficulty on fixing on any one work which Ireland 
seems likely to take to its affections permanently. If a master- 
piece should still come of this literary movement we need not 
be surprised if it appears by a kind of accident and in some 
unexpected quarter, and we have a fancy that appearances in 
modern Ireland point to a writer of the type of Cervantes rather 
than to an idealizing poet or romance writer. A hero as 
loveable as the great Knight of the Rueful Countenance might 
be conceived, who in some back street of Dublin had addled 
his brains with brooding over Ireland's wrongs, and that 
extensive but not always quite sincere literature which expresses 
the resentment of her sons towards the stranger. His library 
would be described: Mitchel's History of Ireland would be 
there, and Cobbett's History of the Reformation, and Mrs. J. R. 
Green's Making of Ireland and Its Undoing. We can conceive 
him issuing forth, fresh-hearted as a child at the age of fifty, 
with glib, breatta, and saffron-coloured kilt, to realize and 
incidentally to expose the ideals of present-day Ireland. What 
scenes might not be devised at village inns arising out of his 
refusal to parley with landlords in any but his own few words of 
Gaelic speech; what blanketings, in which our sympathies 
would be wholly with the rebel against the despotism of fact ! 
His Dulcinea would be- who but Kathleen ni Houlihan her- 
self, who really is no more like what she is taken for than the 
maiden of Toboso, but who, in the addled masculine brain of the 
Irish idealist, is a sort of wraith materializing itself on the eve of 
chimerical insurrections-an old woman (God save the mark !), 
not a friendly and buxom wench, whose partiality for strapping 
young foreigners, whether Danish, Saxon or Scotch, has had a 
great deal to do in bringing about the present, by no means 
desperate, situation of modern Ireland. And such a book as we 
fancy need not really insult or injure the cause of Irish 
nationality any more than Cervantes laughed real chivalry 
away. Ireland remains, a country inhabited by a new, freshly- 
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compounded, English-speaking race of men, equal to any race 
in physique, intelligence and opportunity; a country in which 
anything may happen once her sons agree to cast out delusions 
and to realize their common humanity together. A mixture of 
races, wrote Davis, is "as much needed as the mixture of 
Protestants and Catholics." And he added, " If a union of all 
Irish-born men ever be accomplished, Ireland will have the 
greatest and most varied materials for an illustrious nationality, 
and for a tolerant and flexible character in literature, manners, 
religion and life, of any nation on earth." 
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